
MINUTES  

University Library Committee  

Tuesday, April 14, 2019 

9:00 – 10:00AM 

Virtual – BBCollaborate Meeting 

Minutes prepared by Cameron Cook 

  
(* denotes members in attendance)  

  

Voting Members   
Faculty   

• Catherine Arnott Smith, Information School* 

• Lisa Bratzke, School of Nursing 

• Duncan Carlsmith, Physics*   

• Richard Chappell, Statistics 

• Sean Fain, Medical Physics* 

• Alessandro Senes, Biochemistry* 

• Sarah Thal, History* 

• Amy Trentham-Dietz, Population Health Science* 

• Anne Vila, French & Italian* 

  

Academic Staff   

• Cid Freitag, DoIT* 

• Carol Pech, School of Medicine and Public Health* 

  

University Staff   

• Jordan Hanson, University Relations 

• Theresa Pillar-Groesbeck, Theatre & Drama 

  

Students   

• Kevin Jacobson* 

• Andrew Pietroske* 

• Kristen Whitson* 

 

Ex Officio Members (non-voting)  
• Philip Braithwaite, Budget, Planning, & Analysis   

• Lisa Carter, Vice Provost for Libraries* 

• Cameron Cook, Digital Curation Coordinator, Libraries* 

• Ellen Jacks, Grants & Public Services Librarian* 

• Daniel Kapust, MLC liaison 

• Dennis Lloyd, Director, University of Wisconsin Press* 

• Bonnie Shucha (LCC Liaison), Law Library* 

 



 

Also Present  
Jessica Sayer, Deb Helman, Karla Strand, Florence Hsia, Chris Hooper-Lane, Jim Jonas, Carrie Kruse, 

Frances Steiner, Jennifer Patiño 

 

Agenda 

 
Time Topic Outcome Process 

5 min 
Approval of minutes & 

Announcements 

Minutes 

approved.  

ULC members will approve minutes from the prior 

meeting  

10 

min 
Research Resources  

Review and vote on endorsement of this group 

(Florence Hsia) 

10 

min 

Libraries’ EDC Strategic 

Plan Implementation 
 

Overview of the Libraries’ Equity and Diversity 

Strategic Plan process and implementation (Ellen 

Jacks) 

20 

min 

Libraries’ COVID-19 

Response and Services 
 

Libraries’ response to and available services during 

the COVID-19 campus closures (Lisa Carter) 

5 min Wrap-up  Key takeaways (Lisa Bratzke) 

 

Minutes 
Motion to approve. Approved.  

 

Research Resources (Sean Fain, Florence Hsia) 
Slides available here: https://uwmadison.box.com/s/cdwq9opfvqzrgr02kip7vo3kw1fmnlao  

Background: The group’s charge language was presented at March 11, 2020 meeting, where it was 

unofficially endorsed due to lack of quorum with vote to be conducted at April meeting.  

• This initiative comes from VCRGE office, whose primary function is to steward WARF funds 

each year, funds research centers on campus, supports graduate education. 

• This working group is motivated by the many pressures on our research infrastructure on campus 

- notably research computing and data management.  

• Saw the need to bring together a group of faculty and some from libraries to look at research 

resources across the campus and within the libraries. 

• Endorsement from ULC is to help establish a clear line of communication. The group will report 

to Steve Ackerman, but the group needs to be able to liaise closely with entities like ULC.  

• Once completed, this group will provide a report to ULC. 

• The Libraries as a central piece of the research infrastructure is even more apparent in light of 

current pandemic. 

• Question: Is there any provision that this group would meet at a regular interval with ULC to 

provide updates? 

o Not yet, but will note it as an item for discussion. One issue will be what the timeframe is 

for the group and if it should be accelerated given current circumstances. Would want to 

assure ULC that there will be regular contact for sure, but not certain of details yet.   

• Question: Is there a definition somewhere of what library research resources means? Worried 

about scope creep, would like a definition. 

https://uwmadison.box.com/s/cdwq9opfvqzrgr02kip7vo3kw1fmnlao


o It is an open question. This group should address research resources that lie within the 

library across all four divisions. Resources in one area may be very distinct from those in 

another. Language is written at a level to allow those differences to come forward. 

Sensitive to scope creep as group will need to work expeditiously.  

o Comment: Want to ensure we aren’t replicating the status quo.  

▪ This stuff libraries provide isn’t only critical for teaching and learning but also 

research, hoping that what the libraries provide will have better visibility on 

campus. Concern on reifying status quo is well taken – hope that the working 

group, as they are identifying resources, might see that they are under resourced 

and make recommendations to better resource. Would be careful to help avoid 

that. 

• Comment: Like the idea of the group, feels like it is meant to identify what those key resources 

are across divisions. This way we could get a sense for what the competing interests are and how 

they play out and help decisions get made. 

• Question: Is there an expectation that someone from ULC would also serve on this group? 

o Asked for volunteers last time, but didn’t get much interest. One expression of interest 

from Libraries, unnamed currently, but would be well situated to be on the committee. 

However, if there are others who are interested and situated to be on committee, please 

email Florence. 

• Question: Last time we were considering a motion that expressed support but also requested to be 

informed of the conclusions. Would that be appropriate this time? 

• Motion: ULC expresses strong support for the Research Resources working group and requests 

that the group consult library staff as appropriate and convey to us their findings. 

o Motion passes. 

 

 

Libraries’ Equity & Diversity Committee Strategic Plan Initiative (Ellen Jacks) 
Slides available here: https://uwmadison.box.com/s/cdwq9opfvqzrgr02kip7vo3kw1fmnlao  

• Last year, a presentation on this work was given to ULC. This presentation is an update on that 

work. 

• Conducted stakeholder interviews - interviewed personnel from at least one other BTAA library 

about their strategic plan implementation, interviewed sub-committees, and library administration 

to gain an understanding of what people would like to see in an EDC strategic plan. 

• Came up with list of Inclusiveness Principles, held engagement sessions with library staff, drafted 

a 3-year strategic plan.  

o Drafting was finished in ‘17-‘18.  

o In summer 2018, held more feedback sessions.  

• Submitted plan to EDC  Steering Committee and library administration– out of that the EDC 

Planning & Assessment Committee was formed.  

• EDC Planning & Assessment was charged with finalizing the strategic plan, working with 

stakeholders to develop assessment measures, analyze assessment data, and consult on the EDC 

Committee assessment efforts. 

• Question: What do you think you’ve learned about fielding questions and fielding input for 

members on ULC in relation to their constituents? 

https://uwmadison.box.com/s/cdwq9opfvqzrgr02kip7vo3kw1fmnlao


o Diplomacy. There are staff members who may feel isolated or behind the scenes and like 

it doesn’t belong to them. It’s a reminder we can have an inclusive environment even 

behind the scenes. That we need these people to make our libraries work and we need to 

lift them up to encourage work they could do – e.g. subject headings applied can often be 

outdated, derogatory, and biased – applying better headings is important to inclusivity. 

o Internally have a climate feedback form and Lisa C. has an anonymous feedback form for 

staff to submit feedback without being identified. We also have staff groups that hold 

regular listening sessions, so that staff can bring concerns or discussions there. 

o Working on revamping the external facing EDC site so that the public knows what we’re 

working towards; perhaps sharing a truncated version of the EDC strategic plan. There is 

also an external facing feedback form available. 

 

Libraries’ COVID-19 Response and Services (Lisa C.) 
Slides available here: https://uwmadison.box.com/s/cdwq9opfvqzrgr02kip7vo3kw1fmnlao  

• Libraries Continuation of Service 

• Access –  

o We had to move quickly to respond on how to provide access as well as support 

continuation of instruction and research while the buildings are closed. Found early on 

that we shouldn’t circulate materials as the virus has a long life on items.  

o Memorial is one of two campus locations to pick up laptops. 

▪ Ended up circulating many more computers than Computer Science location. 

o Have been working with the community to provide special access to online content. 

▪ Worked with HathiTrust to negotiate online access to materials from UW-

Madison within HathiTrust as well as a few other copyrighted materials.  

o Expanded access to online content from providers that temporarily unlocked access. 

o Question: Thank for this, this is wonderful. We were really reassured knowing what the 

Libraries were doing early on. In my department, we had questions about access to online 

materials in other languages – access seemed skewed heavily to English language 

materials.  

▪ Could folks help the libraries understand the request? We can digitize anything 

regardless of language and HathiTrust has non-English materials. Perhaps there 

is a nuance we are not understanding? 

• Comment: Concerned about languages that may not be obvious to 

someone scanning that the table of contents or end of chapters, etc. are in 

a different language. Also, a lot of non-English material probably 

correlates with vendors, correct?  A lot of vendors who provide largely 

English materials? More burden on scanners? 

• Will take this back to area studies folks to ensure they are connecting 

with scanners, technical folks, and make sure they are well-woven into 

the processes. 

• Teaching and Learning -   

o Digitizing course reserves, navigating moving courses online.  

o Our Teaching & Learning folks were integral to helping faculty move and adapt courses 

online. 

https://uwmadison.box.com/s/cdwq9opfvqzrgr02kip7vo3kw1fmnlao


o Other resources: Providing enhanced research guides based on courses taught this 

semester. Building out course reading lists with embedded librarians. The Sift and 

Winnow course. Libraries’ modules that can be imported to Canvas courses. 

o Comment: Communications nuance from the DoIT perspective – rather than phrasing it 

as ‘online learning’, we use ‘remote learning’. ‘Online Learning’ implies months of pre-

planning and a high degree of thoughtfulness rather than our current situation of reacting 

to moving online and providing materials. To help avoid issues with someone potentially 

conflating a bad experience with ‘online learning’. 

▪ Trying to stick to ‘alternative modes of instruction’ as a term, but this is very 

helpful to know. 

o Comment: Could you put together communication to instructors about these resources 

being available as I had not heard of them.  

▪ We have struggled with communications at this time and so has ULC, will revisit 

our communications on this. 

▪ Comment: Since we may face these types of issues again next term, may be 

prudent to think about communications now. 

• Reference -   

o Expanded ‘Ask a Librarian’ hours to field questions, make referrals. 

o Research support services – Liaison librarians are responding within a business day, but 

often faster. Many are offering virtual office hours and consulting on whatever platform 

people are most comfortable with. 

o Virtual consultation for disciplinary expertise and functional expertise, subject guides, 

etc. 

• Essential Onsite Staff 

o Onsite staff are practicing social distancing and safety guidelines. Have a few people 

doing security rounds and conducting checks to ensure safety of materials, collections, 

and building.  

• Question: Is this current plan what the libraries plan to do for the summer as well? What is the 

timeline? 

o Holding to this plan until we get word about a return to campus. Chances on supporting 

remote instruction and research services through summer. Waiting to hear from campus 

what services can be open on campus.  

o Comment: Question prompted by conversation in department that lies heavily on print 

materials and many can only do research in the summer. Due to current events, browsing 

has gone out the window – is there any conversation on limited pick up hours or distance 

services? 

▪ Looking at options and aware that summer is a productive time for faculty but 

want to ensure we are staying aligned with safety for materials. There are perhaps 

options like quarantining materials, etc. But want to ensure we wouldn’t be 

unwittingly passing the virus. We’ve seen restaurants being able to do this, 

perhaps we could consider similar services. Biggest challenge we would have 

would be retrieval process – would be extension of ILL service now, would be 

extension of staff onsite and would need to think about that. Though it is perhaps 

easy to quarantine upon return.  



▪ We are asking currently that folks hang on to materials. If they need to return 

them, we have one designated return site, and we then let materials sit for a week 

before staff handle them.  

▪ We are anticipating a flood of material at the end of semester and will look to 

Public Services colleagues to provide leadership in that area.  

• Comment: Using the Instructional Continuity Communications as a workflow to share Teaching 

and Learning support information? 

 

 

Wrap-Up / Takeaways 

• Keep in mind that we are coming to the end of a ULC year and some on ULC may have terms 

coming to an end as well. We will discuss who is rotating off.  

• Voting for re-populating committees is going on right now – if you are aware of colleagues on the 

ballot that would be good to have on ULC – please let the committee know. 

o Email Lisa B.  

• Libraries’ have COVID-19 dashboard. Welcome feedback, please send to Lisa Carter, Ellen 

Jacks, or Cameron Cook. Updating often. 

 

 

 

 


